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1. 

1. EXT. TYPICAL OUTDOOR PEDESTRIANISED HIGH STREET. DAY 

Grannies drag their trolleys full of fruit, Mother's push their 
strollers, narrowly avoiding being crashed into as a blur of 
hair and sweat rushes past. 

JAY (16) a lightly set teenage boy, continues running at full 
pace, clutching what looks to be a shoebox under his arm. His 
long matted hair flowing behind him. 

TRAVIS (25) wearing a name tag on his striped polo shirt, tucked 
into black pants giving him the look of a Basketball referee 

charges on in pursuit of JAY. 

TRAVIS (V.O.) 
Watch your fair share of movies 
you'll know that any foot pursuit 
will go through shops, houses, yards, 
over the tops of cars before 
eventually leading to an empty 
spillway for the standoff. 
Thats clearly not true. Most chases 
actually last for about thirty 
seconds before the thief is caught, 
or the pursuer gives up. 

JAY is now pulling away from TRAVIS, and knows it. 

TRAVIS (CONT'D) 
So as my lungs are burning and I 
really dont care whether this bogan 
douchebag is the envy of all his moron 
friends for having the newest pair of 
Air Jordans. 

JAY sees TRAVIS slowing down, he knows he's away. He turns, 
running backwards, and flips TRAVIS the finger. As JAY runs 
backwards, he hasn't seen a tiny Grandma walk out with a massive 
shopping trolley full of groceries. JAY turns back around just 

in time to careen into it, doing a full flip, landing on his 
head. Fruits and vegetables go everywhere. TRAVIS catches up 
to JAY, jumping between strewn groceries, just as JAY is getting 
up. 

TRAVIS 
Maybe you should just stay there. 

TRAVIS grabs JAYS arm and drops a knee into his back, pinning 
JAY to the ground. 

JAY 
Fuck off man! Get off me. 
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JAY tries to struggle, but TRAVIS is clearly stronger. 

TRAVIS 
Dont worry mate. Cops will be here 
soon and then I'll get off. 

JAYS demeanor changes noticeably. The macho bravado is gone and 
he is now clearly worried. 

JAY 
Cops? Come on man. The shoes are right 
there. You've got them back. Just let 
me go bro! 

TRAVIS 
Sorry mate. It's not my call. All 
shoplifters will be prosecuted. 

JAY is getting more and more upset. He starts to tear up. 

JAY 
Please man. Please! It's my Dad. He's 
gonna beat shit through me if he has 
to come down to the cop shop and get 
me! 

TRAVIS 

Not my problem. 

JAY, now crying, starts trying to struggle free again. 

JAY 
Fuck you man! You've got your shoes 
back. You're such a big man. Sending 
a kid to the cops. Big man you are. 
Big fucking you. 

TRAVIS takes a glance around. People have gathered to stare are 
the scene. Travis looks down at JAY, struggling to free himself. 
His own hands tightly locking JAYS arm behind his back. TRAVIS 
lightens his grip slightly. 

TRAVIS 
Big me? 

JOE arrives, sweating barrels and completely out of breath. His 
enormous girth is barely contained in his striped polo top, 
which is now dripping wet. JOE stoops down and grabs JAY just 
as TRAVIS steps off. 

TRAVIS 
He's bigger. 


